B95
Name of Bottle: The Archangel Gabriel
Colour: Magenta/Gold
Shakes Together As: Deep Gold with parts of Magenta
Chakra: Root and Solar Plexus
Tarot Card: None
I-Ching Sign: None
Main Theme: Growth of wisdom, love for the little things of (in?) life
Positive Personality Aspects: Someone who has been working with themselves and knows themselves very well, even
in the deepest layers of their personality. Straightforward, strong and reliable, and with all this, a very sensitive person,
who gives a lot of attention even to the little things in life which seem to be rather unimportant if looked at in a
superficial way. Has found their personal life-purpose and their life-mission or are very close to it. Possibly there
contribution is not anything magnificent, but they enjoy it and know that they find their fulfilment here.
Personality Aspects That Could be Worked On: Is suffering from a great vulnerability and self-pity (feels their own pain
in an exaggerated way). Tries to get attention through these means; destroys many possibilities for themselves
through this. Still has to do with difficulties from their childhood, which probably still influence their life today in relation
to their relationships, family, friendships, handling their colleagues (at work) etc. Does not care enough for other
people because they feel they are not well enough or not able to do so.
Spiritual Level: Establishes contact with the essence of oneself with the very deepest (inner most) layers of the soul.
Can help to make deep shocks conscious and to get rid of consequences of shocks, which have hurt these deepest
layers of the soul. Helps conscious breathing and helps to do everyday things with attention and care (love). All this
can add up so that their own "golden" area is strengthening itself. (This is within the "human rainbow". The whole
physical area below the navel, which is, in the true sense of the word, the centre of the Human Being).
Mental Level: Builds trust in situations or in regard to people which trigger fear, allows access to a deep intuition,
which lies beyond the intellect, an intuition to do with wisdom.
Emotional Level: Helps to open to feelings which one finds difficult. Supports the release of difficult emotional patterns
especially if someone suffers from not giving enough warmth and caring to other people.
Physical Level: Brings intellect and feelings into harmony within each other in general and helps if a disharmony within
these areas shows on the physical level. For example, through constipation, diarrhoea and other difficulties with
digestion and the intake (absorption) of food.
Where To Apply The substance: One drop on the whirl of hair (?) on the top of the head and all around the area directly
below the navel.
Affirmation: I discover warmth and love for myself and my possibilities unfold.
Distinctive Qualities: Is part of the "Archangel Bottles". The Archangel Gabriel has to do with the element of Water
(which amongst other things stands for faith and cohesion). See "Distinctive Qualities" of Number 94.
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